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IntroductionIntroduction

•• ArcGIS Information and OrganizationArcGIS Information and Organization
–– Anatomy of a Map in ArcGISAnatomy of a Map in ArcGIS
–– How Layers WorkHow Layers Work
–– Specialized Layer Drawing EffectsSpecialized Layer Drawing Effects

•• Cartography and DesignCartography and Design
–– BasicsBasics
–– Maps in ContextMaps in Context

•• PresentationsPresentations
•• In ApplicationsIn Applications
•• For Print ProductionFor Print Production
•• InteractiveInteractive



Anatomy of a MapAnatomy of a Map
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How Layers WorkHow Layers Work

•• Reference to dataReference to data
•• Instructions for:Instructions for:

–– Displaying Displaying –– Which rows, scale range, and effectsWhich rows, scale range, and effects
–– Rendering Rendering –– Symbols for the geometry in each rowSymbols for the geometry in each row
–– Labeling Labeling –– Text to label the symbolized rowText to label the symbolized row

•• Special types of layers for some data typesSpecial types of layers for some data types
•• Group layersGroup layers

–– Better organization of contentBetter organization of content
–– Manage application of certain display effectsManage application of certain display effects

•• Stored in a map document (.Stored in a map document (.mxdmxd) or layer file ) or layer file 
(.(.lyrlyr))



A Functional View on LayersA Functional View on Layers



Interfaces & Classes for LayersInterfaces & Classes for Layers
(Example)(Example)

•• ILayerILayer
–– IGeoFeatureLayerIGeoFeatureLayer

•• FeatureLayerFeatureLayer
•• CadFeatureLayerCadFeatureLayer
•• GdbRasterCatalogLayerGdbRasterCatalogLayer

–– IRasterLayerIRasterLayer
•• RasterLayerRasterLayer

–– ICompositeLayerICompositeLayer
•• IAnnotationLayerIAnnotationLayer

–– FDOGraphicsLayerFDOGraphicsLayer



Layer Drawing EffectsLayer Drawing Effects

•• Scale RangeScale Range
•• Definition QueryDefinition Query
•• TransparencyTransparency
•• RasterRaster

–– ResamplingResampling Method for DisplayMethod for Display
–– Contrast / BrightnessContrast / Brightness

•• Symbol Level DrawingSymbol Level Drawing
•• Variable Depth MaskingVariable Depth Masking
•• LabelingLabeling



Scale RangeScale Range

•• The continuous range of scales at which The continuous range of scales at which 
you can see the data for a layeryou can see the data for a layer

Definition QueryDefinition Query

•• SQL WHERE clause that defines which SQL WHERE clause that defines which 
rows are available for a given layerrows are available for a given layer



TransparencyTransparency

•• Layer TransparencyLayer Transparency
•• Transparency Transparency RendererRenderer



Nearest NeighborNearest Neighbor

Raster Raster ResamplingResampling Method for DisplayMethod for Display



Bilinear InterpolationBilinear Interpolation

Raster Raster ResamplingResampling Method for DisplayMethod for Display



Cubic ConvolutionCubic Convolution

Raster Raster ResamplingResampling Method for DisplayMethod for Display



Brightness / ContrastBrightness / Contrast

•• Effects ToolbarEffects Toolbar

BrightnessBrightness

ContrastContrast

TransparencyTransparency



Contrast / BrightnessContrast / Brightness
BrightnessBrightness



Contrast / BrightnessContrast / Brightness
ContrastContrast



Contrast / BrightnessContrast / Brightness
TransparencyTransparency



Symbol Level DrawingSymbol Level Drawing

•• Handles integration of complex symbolsHandles integration of complex symbols



Variable Depth MaskingVariable Depth Masking



LabelingLabeling

•• Text is Placed Based on:Text is Placed Based on:
–– Geometry (Point, Line, or Polygon)Geometry (Point, Line, or Polygon)
–– Label Text StringLabel Text String’’s Values Value
–– Text Placement RulesText Placement Rules
–– Prioritization of LayersPrioritization of Layers

•• Labels are Dynamic and Cannot be EditedLabels are Dynamic and Cannot be Edited
•• AnnotationAnnotation

–– Stored in a Map or in a DatabaseStored in a Map or in a Database
–– EditableEditable

•• Label Placement EngineLabel Placement Engine
–– ESRI Standard ESRI Standard 
–– MaplexMaplex ExtensionExtension



Customized LabelsCustomized Labels

•• Label Classes Label Classes 
•• ExpressionsExpressions

–– Simple: Formatted VB syntaxSimple: Formatted VB syntax
–– AdvancedAdvanced

•• VBScriptVBScript
•• JavaScriptJavaScript

•• Formatting TagsFormatting Tags
–– Similar to HTMLSimilar to HTML
–– Store in Data* or in Label ExpressionStore in Data* or in Label Expression

•• SQL Query StringSQL Query String
•• Label Scale RangeLabel Scale Range



Map Design BasicsMap Design Basics

•• Know and keep your mapKnow and keep your map’’s purpose in minds purpose in mind
–– Single purpose (Single purpose (KKeep eep IIt t SSimple,imple,……))
–– Make sure the information the map should be communicating Make sure the information the map should be communicating 

is obviousis obvious
–– Verify that your map communicates before you publish itVerify that your map communicates before you publish it

•• Know your audienceKnow your audience
–– Know how they expect to, or will best learn the information Know how they expect to, or will best learn the information 

your map will communicateyour map will communicate
–– No audience wants to have to:No audience wants to have to:

•• Take more than 7 seconds to Take more than 7 seconds to ‘‘get itget it’’
•• Read the legend (versus skim for whatRead the legend (versus skim for what’’s important)s important)
•• ReRe--read the title (be direct and clear about what, where, and read the title (be direct and clear about what, where, and 

when)when)
–– At a high level, itAt a high level, it’’s a similar design problem to that of web s a similar design problem to that of web 

pagespages



Designing Maps in ContextDesigning Maps in Context

Resize a preResize a pre--
existing mapexisting map

This map is for print productionThis map is for print productionThis map is part of an applicationThis map is part of an application

Adjust text sizeAdjust text size
& line width to& line width to
work on screenwork on screen
and eliminateand eliminate
unneeded textunneeded text

This map is for overhead presentationThis map is for overhead presentation

Further exaggerateFurther exaggerate
text size andtext size and
eliminate unneededeliminate unneeded
extra textextra text



Map Composition tipsMap Composition tips

•• Seek Balance Seek Balance –– Avoid blotches of white spaceAvoid blotches of white space
•• Visually associate titles with their primary Visually associate titles with their primary 

element by placing them slightly closer (versus element by placing them slightly closer (versus 
exactly between that element and other exactly between that element and other 
elements)elements)

•• Print and/or view your maps as your users Print and/or view your maps as your users 
would would –– check for:check for:
–– Line widths that are too wide (use 0.2, 0.5, 0.8, etc.)Line widths that are too wide (use 0.2, 0.5, 0.8, etc.)
–– Text that is too small or disproportionately largeText that is too small or disproportionately large





ColorsColors

•• Avoid colors that clash or are loudAvoid colors that clash or are loud
–– For printed maps, use toned down colorsFor printed maps, use toned down colors
–– For interactive maps, stronger, brighter colors will For interactive maps, stronger, brighter colors will 

work better, provided the data is simplework better, provided the data is simple
•• Avoid colors that cannot be distinguished from Avoid colors that cannot be distinguished from 

one anotherone another
•• If mapIf map’’s message is balance, then no one color s message is balance, then no one color 

should overbalance the pictureshould overbalance the picture
–– Unless you really want a color to Unless you really want a color to ‘‘stick outstick out’’, make , make 

sure it doesnsure it doesn’’t happent happen
•• For help For help –– Google Google ““ColorBrewerColorBrewer””

http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&q=Colorbrewer&spell=1






Reiterate and RefineReiterate and Refine

•• Maps like other highMaps like other high--end graphics or written end graphics or written 
works and art very rarely come out right on the works and art very rarely come out right on the 
first iterationfirst iteration

•• Just like a software project Just like a software project 
–– Set a deadlineSet a deadline
–– Get the architecture in placeGet the architecture in place
–– Get the major components developed and testGet the major components developed and test
–– Refine details and testRefine details and test
–– Set a Set a ““quality barquality bar”” and meet itand meet it

•• 4 or more out of 5 people 4 or more out of 5 people ‘‘get itget it’’
•• Get suggestions from potential usersGet suggestions from potential users



Session Evaluations ReminderSession Evaluations Reminder

Session Attendees:Session Attendees:
Please turn in your session evaluationsPlease turn in your session evaluations

. . . Thank you. . . Thank you



Raster Raster 

•• Display Display ResamplingResampling

Nearest Neighbor InterpolationNearest NeighborBilinearBilinear InterpolationCubic ConvolutionCubic Convolution
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